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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the relationship between learning style 

and level of engagement in math journal writing. After students completed a 

learning style assessment, they composed a series of 6 journal entries. Each entry 

was scored "Engaged" or "Not Engaged." There is no statistically significant 

relationship between a student's learning style and level of engagement. Thus, 

using a learning style intake assessment to qualify students for a journal writing 

program may not be appropriate. A teacher should examine the research literature 

for personally relevant examples and find a colleague at his or her school to 

facilitate the process of updating classroom practice before engaging in a major 

change. 



Chapter 1-Statement of Problem 

Purpose 

• To evaluate the relationship between learning style and level of engagement in 

math journal writing. 

Introduction 

As a mathematics teacher in a reading program, I am interested in 

exploring uses of the reading and writing process with students in content-focused 

classrooms. The Board of Regents has changed the format of the high school 

Regents examinations in mathematics. Students are required to explain the 

procedure by which they arrived at solutions. I feel that examining the use of 

mathematics journals is a particularly relevant topic. 

With new state assessments stressing process in addition to product

coupled with a mandate to prepare all students for a Regents diploma-I believe 

that it is necessary to teach my students in a variety of ways. No longer is the 

lecture-drill-practice-repeat model of mathematics instruction sufficient for 

students to be successful in mathematics. 

In addition, I am sensitive to the unique perspective 14- and 15-year-old 

students bring to the classroom. At this age, children are typically resistant to 

change and prefer classroom routines and teaching styles with which they are 

familiar. 
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Because I must address the needs of students with a wide range of 

abilities, it is vital that I differentiate my instruction. Journal writing is one major 

form of differentiation. In addition, the journal may become a place for students 

to respond to their mathematics learning affectively. Affective elements of 

learning are rarely emphasized in a fast-paced Regents classroom. 

Further study on how individual differences-such as personality, learning 
and teaching styles, mathematical background, or gender-may influence 
students' and teachers' decisions and behavior with respect to journal 
writing would thus be valuable and may further help individual teachers 
decide whether and how to employ this strategy in their classes. (Borasi & 
Rose, p. 364) 

A review of the literature reveals an underlying assumption that journal 

writing increases the level of mathematical understanding of students. However, 

there are concerns that not all students benefit equally from this procedure. 

Need for the Study 

Judging from personal experience, it is unlikely that a math teacher with 

125 students can respond weekly to every student's journal with interest and 

enthusiasm. It is my goal to identify ifthere is a correlation between a student's 

learning style and the benefit he or she receives from using a math journal. This 

information could be used to develop an intake assessment to identify which 

students would most likely benefit from regular, engaged dialog with the teacher 

in a math journal. The teacher could then use this information to decide how to 

utilize journals with his or her classes. 



Chapter 2-Review of the Literature 

Historical Foundations 

Since 1989, when the National Council of the Teachers of Mathematics 

(NCTM) published its Curriculum and Standards document, American 

mathematics education has gone through comprehensive systemic reform. 

Leaders of American mathematics education expect graduating high school 

seniors to be able to reason logically, apply theorems to real life applications, and 

transfer mathematical ways of thinking to other academic and social spheres. 

Edna M. Waller, an elementary teacher in Mississippi, expresses her 

desire to reach these new goals and describes the experience of many other 

educators: 

I have been working to implement more of an application approach to the 

mathematics curriculum for my students ... Even though they were 

mastering the basic skills, they did not seem to understand the practical 

application of mathematics. Modern business and industry leaders have 

also voiced a concern that graduates of the public school system are not 

adept at practical, everyday mathematical problem solving. (Stone, 1999, 

p. 55) 

Higher levels of thinking, and not just "skill and drill," are expected outcomes of 

instruction in today's math classroom. 

A Nation at Risk, published by the National Commission on Excellence in 

Education in 1983, painted a bleak picture of the status of public education in the 

United States. 
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If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America the 

mediocre educational performance that exists today, we might well have 

viewed it as an act of war. As it stands, we have allowed this to happen to 

ourselves ... We have, in effect, been committing an act of unthinking, 

unilateral educational disarmament. (p. 5) 

In response to this heavy criticism, educators felt it necessary to pursue 

alternative approaches to teaching. The "whole language" approach to teaching 

language arts was part of the response to this negative evaluation of education in 

the early and middle 1980s. Similarly, mathematics teachers were forced to 

reevaluate the effectiveness of their programs. The NCTM responded with 

constructivist pedagogy. 

According to Glasersfeld (1995), constructivism 

starts from the assumption that knowing, no matter how it be defined, is in 

the heads of persons, and that the thinking subject has no alternative but to 

construct what he or she knows on the basis of his or her own 

experience ... [A]ll kinds of experience are essentially subjective. (p. 1) 

This philosophy shifts focus from the mind of the teacher to the mind of the 

student. It is impossible to learn something as a passive recipient because 

knowledge is not a description of abstract truth. Rather, education requires a 

student to respond actively to what he or she is studying. 

The constructivist point of view contradicts an underlying assumption of 

the philosophy of mathematics from the previous 2000 years. In his overview of 

the history and problems of philosophy, Stumpf (1989) writes that 

Plato put mathematics into the center of his curriculum, arguing that the 

best preparation for those who will yield political power is the 



disinterested pursuit of truth or scientific knowledge. Here the mind is 

trained to cut through opinion and emotion and by hard thinking to 

confront the facts of reality and to base judgments on knowledge. (p. 50) 

Historically, mathematics has been seen as an abstract reality worthy of study 

because of its close relationship to truth. The Platonic view of mathematics 

implies that the discipline can be studied without the construction of new 

meanings. Rather, mathematics has an external existence independent of the 

subjective experiences of individuals. 

The idea that math has an independent, Platonic existence was severely 

challenged by the work of Kurt Godel, a 20th century German logician most 

famous for his Incompleteness Theorem of 1931. 

When Godel published [his theorem,] it was as though an arithmetician 

had proven that 2 + 2 = 5. 
What is the truth value of the following sentence? This Sentence is false. 

The result is paradoxical. The sentence can be neither true nor false. 

Godel showed that ... every axiomatic system will have at least one 

statement within it that can be proven neither true nor false. Since no 

deductive system can assign a truth value to every claim within the 

system, complete knowledge [through mathematics is impossible]. 

(Mitchell, 1996, p. 14) 

A great deal of tension has developed among mathematics educators who 

were trained under a Platonic philosophy thousands of years old and asked to 

adjust their teaching to a new, constructivist approach. Neither teachers nor 

mathematicians integrated Godel's work to pedagogy before the NCTM published 

its Curriculum and Standards in 1989. 

Constructivism has its roots in the writings of John Dewey. 



As director of the Laboratory School for children at the University of 

Chicago, he experimented with a more permissive and creative 

atmosphere for learning, setting aside the more traditional and formal 

method of learning by listening and encouraging instead the pupil's 

initiative and individual involvement in projects. (Stumpf, 1989, p. 422) 

Dewey believed that the constructivist philosophy more closely reflected reality 

than the Platonic view of truth, including mathematical truth. 

Piaget heavily influenced the popularity of the constructivist philosophy as 

well, demonstrating that children gradually develop the ability to reason 

abstractly. One important question to be explored by educators is whether or not 

Piaget's theory implies that an underlying concrete foundation is necessary before 

students can understand abstract concepts, particularly mathematical concepts. 

Teachers who subscribe to a constructivist perspective assume that this is the 

case. 

Mathematics Education in New York State 

A new Regents exam, called Math A, will be required of all New York 

State students graduating in June 2004 or later. The only alternative will be a 

special education diploma. No more local diplomas will be offered unless the 

Board of Regents elects to allow a variance for students scoring under 65 on this 

required assessment. 

The Math A exam, similar in format to the Math 4 and Math 8 grade level 

exams already in place, will require students to answer both traditional short

answer and constructivist extended-response test items. Examples of each type of 



question, as well as a copy of the Math A Core Curriculum, are included in 

Appendix A. 

In 1996, the NYS Education Department published its Learning Standards 

for Mathematics, Science, and Technology, outlining the new philosophy of 

teaching and assessment that is being implemented today. In their introduction to 

the document, the Regents write that 

[ a] classroom typicaiiy includes students with a wide range of abilities 

who may pursue multiple pathways to learn effectively, participate 

meaningfully, and work towards attaining the curricular standards. 

Students with diverse learning needs may need accommodations or 

adaptations of instructional strategies and materials to enhance their 

learning and/or adjust for their learning capabilities. (p. 1) 

Thus, the expectation has been placed upon secondary teachers of mathematics to 

prepare all students for Regents-level exams, and no longer just students 

preparing for college or other advanced education. Tracking children into various 

levels is no longer considered an acceptable option for teachers and 

administrators. Requiring all students to pursue a Regents diploma has resulted in 

a significant change in instruction style and level of content covered in a typical 

Regents course. In addition, schools have eliminated courses such as business 

and consumer math. 

In 1991, the State Education Department published A New Compact for 

Learning: A Partnership to Improve Educational Results in New York State. This 
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document outlined the rights and responsibilities of major stakeholders in the 

process of educational change. 

At the state level, the Board of Regents will make appropriate changes in 

policy and regulation and propose statutory changes for consideration by 

the legislature. The State Education Department will work with all parties 

to bring about the needed changes ... The full promise of the Compact will 

take many years to realize. But the work can begin at once-and, indeed, 

it has begun in many places. (p. 19) 

Today's students and teachers are experiencing the results of the work described 

in the Compact for Learning. The new state assessments are a result of the goals 

outlined in this influential document. 

The Problem of Educational Change 

More students in the primary grades have been taught mathematics with a 

constructivist approach than today's high school students. It is likely that 

elementary students will thrive under differentiated teaching and learning 

techniques espoused by the NCTM, Board of Regents, and other organizations. 

However, there is a core of students now in grades 6 through 9 who 

received their earliest mathematical training under the old, Platonic approach. 

They learned mathematics as an abstract series of rules and theorems. Changes in 

education involve a time of "implementation dip," and my main concern is for the 

students who will be taking the Math A exam in the next four years. 

Teachers of math have told their students that there is one answer and one 

accepted procedure for solving most math problems. Educational leaders 
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responsible for legislation and construction of new state assessments expect 

teachers to adopt a constructivist approach. They must lead students to guided 

understanding of mathematical procedures and algorithms, and to analyze and 

interpret real-life situations not immediately connected to a given mathematical 

procedure. The skills and habits of mind required to be successful on these new 

assessments are very different than the ones that today's 9th grade math students 

have brought with them to my ciassroom. 

Tyak and Cuban (1995) warn that 

[s]etting high goals is an essential stage in reform, but raising expectations 

to a level likely to be achieved only by "schools that are light years 

beyond those of today" can quickly lead to discouragement or 

disillusionment. (p. 132) 

It is vital that both teachers and students have the opportunity to adjust their work 

toward higher and philosophically different standards than those expected in the 

past. This paper will serve as part of my adjustment to the new Math A standards. 

The success of my students depends in large part upon their not experiencing 

"discouragement or disillusionment." 

Additional Comments 

Tension has developed between some of the writing activities encouraged 

by the NCTM and the test items included on the new Math A exam constructed 

for high school sophomores in New York. For instance, Moses, Bjork, and 

Goldenberg (1990) suggest that math teachers should encourage students to 
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explore questions that have more than one possible answer. However, other 

authors, including Greene and Schulman ( 1996), find journal writing helpful for 

understanding the thinking processes of students encountered with a traditional 

one-solution problem requiring several steps to complete. 

The Board of Regents in New York state will implement a series of two 

required state exams, Math A and Math B, based upon a state core curriculum 

document, which in turn has been inspired by the NCTM standards documents. 

Consequently, it is necessary that I adjust and improve my instruction to help my 

students meet these different and more difficult standards. 

Summary of the Uses and Theory of Mathematics Journals 

Until recently, writing to express process and feelings was an activity 

exclusively explored in language arts and English classes. However, 

constructivist thought emphasizes the importance of both cognitive and affective 

processes involved in learning new concepts. Thus, journal writing is becoming 

used more frequently in other academic areas, including mathematics. 

Of particular concern in my study is introducing journals to students who 

are not used to this form of expression in math class. Developmentally, 9th grade 

students tend to prefer stable, familiar routines, so I will have to be very clear and 

consistent in my implementation of any journal writing program. 

At the vanguard of the movement to teach mathematics from a 

constructivist perspective were Borasi and Rose (1989), who outlined many of the 
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potential benefits of using journals. In a general mathematics class for non-major 

college students, these authors found that journal entries focused upon five major 

areas of interest: feelings, concepts, process, structure of mathematics, and 

structure of the course. As a result of analyzing students' writing, the teachers 

were able to respond more effectively to students' misconceptions and concerns. 

The students were able to explore and examine personal feelings and ideas about 

math in ways that they had never been able to do before. A key for the teacher is 

to emphasize the importance of thinking on paper and not just reporting accurate 

results. 

David L. White and Katie Dunn (in Connolly & Vilardi, 1989), outline 

novice teachers' use of journals in a professional training program. They make 

the following recommendations: 

1. Writing tasks ought to be standing and consistent, once a day or once a week. 

2. Journals should be part of a reading/writing cycle. Instructors should respond 

to each entry or block of entries. 

3. Instructors should emphasize the most relevant content. They ought to avoid 

responding to irrelevant or tangential content. 

4. Respond to entries with a push to generalize: Ask Why is this so? How do 

you know? What does all this add up to? What does it mean? 

White and Dunn go on to explain that "[m]uch of what we were able to 

accomplish in the journals writing was an outgrowth of the audience teachers 

perceived for their journals." (p. 105) It is vital, no matter the age of the students, 
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that a teacher create an atmosphere of dialogue in students' journals. Teachers 

should provoke thought in their students' minds, not fear. 

DiPillo, Sovchik, and Moss (1997) recommend using journals in middle 

school math classes for four reasons: exploring new concepts, thinking about what 

is happening in the classroom, reflecting upon personal thoughts and feelings, and 

other miscellaneous prompts. Students reported that they were better able to 

remember information for tests after having written about that information in their 

journals. 

Rose (in Connolly & Vilardi, 1989), summarizes many of the concerns I 

had as I prepared for this study. 

One of the greatest concerns to mathematics teachers about journals are 

[sic] the procedural questions. Again, various approaches are possible, 

depending on context and need. The journals can be collected or not, 

collected randomly or routinely, collected frequently or infrequently, 

responded to or not responded to, and graded or not graded. The 

combinations of factors producing the greatest success for me is to collect 

the journals randomly, every couple of weeks, reading and responding 

back in a day and giving credit for keeping up with frequency and volume 

of writing. For teachers who have many students in multiple classes, the 

collection of journals can be staggered and only short responses need be 

given. Students appreciate the fact that teachers respond individually 

more than to the volume of that response. (p. 26) 

In a formal research study of 75 college students, Harchelroad and 

Rheinheimer (1993) found that for students who scored above a 350 on the math 

portion of their SAT exam, using a journal significantly improved their 

performance in a general math review course. However, for students scoring 
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below 350 on the math portion of their SAT, journals had no significant effect on 

their course grade. This result suggests that journals tend to aid students with 

richer background knowledge more than students entering class with very weak 

skills and understanding. 

There has been an increase in the use of math journals in recent years. I 

am not, however, willing to spend a significant portion ofmy time using journals 

in my mathematics classroom if their use does not lead to a measurable benefit for 

my students. 

There are few studies that explore the process of implementing math 

journals for the first time. Also, as math teachers have gone through the process 

of changing their practice to include the use of math journals, few have written 

about their feelings and struggles in a way that I find authentic, honest, and 

relevant to my practice. These are issues that math teachers must deal with to 

implement math journals in their classrooms effectively. 



Chapter 3-Design 

Purpose 
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• To evaluate the relationship between learning style and level of engagement in 

mathjournal writing. 

Goals 

1. I will explore possible applications of journal-writing as a tool of transition for 

students trained in a Platonic model of mathematics who are being tested in a 

style which is more constructivist in format. 

2. I will examine my own teaching style and feelings related to this significant 

change in mathematics education. I was taught under the Platonic model, and 

must now adapt to a more constructivist model. 

Research Questions 

1. (Quantitative, student-focused) What correlation is there between learning style 

and level of engagement while writing in a mathematics journal? 

2. (Qualitative, student-focused) In what ways will students' understanding of 

Math A Regents concepts improve through the process of writing in a 

mathematics journal? 

3. (Qualitative, teacher-focused) How will I respond to the transition from a 

Platonic to a constructivist model of mathematics education? 



Methodology 

Subjects. Ninety-five students in a junior high school in a suburban 

upstate New York school district began in this study. Twenty-seven of these 

students were involved in a program which takes two years to complete and 

extends the amount of class time they will receive to prepare for the Math A 

exam. 
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About 35% of the students scored a 1 or 2 on the four-point Grade 8 Math 

exam. This means that they had not yet achieved a level of mathematical 

proficiency considered acceptable to receive a Regents diploma. Three of the 

students were deaf and receive interpretation services in class. None of the 

students is in an accelerated program; every student is in a course consistent with 

his or her grade level. 

Some students transferred out of my classes, and others did not complete a 

learning style inventory, so only 82 students are included in the final analysis. 

Take note, in Appendix D, that five students scored equally on two learning 

styles. Therefore, 87 sets of data appear in the analysis. 

Materials/Instruments. Each student completed the Excel Learning-Style 

Inventory. The entire inventory is reprinted in Appendix B. 

Each student used a spiral bound, single subject notebook for responding 

to journal prompts. 
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I kept a personal journal in which I recorded my thoughts and feelings 

related to using journals in my classes. 

Procedures. Every student completed a learning style inventory at the 

beginning of the study. 

Students wrote entries in their journal once per week. A variety of 

prompts were used. The formal study period extended from February through 

April. Most entries were expected to be at least 100 words in length. W eeldy 

prompts are listed in Appendix C. Because I lost two days of instruction during 

week 5 of this study, I did not require a regular journal entry. Completed prompts 

for weeks 1-6 were worth 10 points each. The final, 200-word essay was worth 

40 points. A perfect journal score was 100 points. This made the combined mark 

for the journal equivalent to the value of a traditional end-of-unit exam. The 

grade sheet and journal prompts, as well as introductory materials, are printed in 

Appendix C. 

I read and responded to each journal entry. In a private grade book, I 

scored each entry Engaged or Not Engaged. An Engaged entry demonstrated 

relevant and original thoughts related to that week's prompt. A Not Engaged 

entry met the minimum requirements to receive credit but did not, in my opinion, 

demonstrate relevant and original thoughts related to that week's prompt. All late 

entries were scored Not Engaged. 
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After week 6, I sent home progress reports to all students. Their scores 

were based upon traditional coursework and journals. Journals accounted for 

about 25% of students' third quarter progress report marks. At this time, I 

recorded the number of missing journal entries. This is the number I used to 

analyze completion rate of journal entries. Low progress report scores provided 

students external motivation to make up missing entries, so completion rates after 

week 6 were skewed upward. I did not include the final journal entry in the 

statistical analysis of students' completion and engagement rates. 

I wrote in my own journal throughout the entire study period, recording 

my thoughts, feelings, and reactions to the study. 

Analysis of Data 

I used the learning style inventory to categorize students into preferred 

learning style. If students scored equally on two learning styles, I included their 

results twice, separately under each learning style. My goal was to develop a 

profile that describes a typical student who likes using a math journal, as well as a 

typical student who dislikes using a math journal. In addition, I hypothesized that 

learning style may be positively correlated to engagement rates; if this is so, the 

learning style inventory could be used to identify which students will most benefit 

from using a journal. 

I analyzed my own journal entries to see what stages of growth I 

experienced going through the process of changing my teaching style. My goal 
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was to create a summary flowchart of my thoughts, feelings, and struggles. 

Perhaps teaching colleagues who face the same set of instructional changes that I 

am experiencing will find this self-analysis helpful as they encounter educational 

change. 
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Chapter 4-Results of the Study 

Research Question # 1: What is the correlation between learning style and level of 

engagement while writing in a mathematics journal? 

After I read each journal entry, I scored it on a single scale: engaged or not 

engaged. In addition, I recorded all incomplete entries. Then I tallied these 

results by each student's learning style. Those students identified with two 

preferred learning styles I included in the analysis two times, once under each 

learning style. 

These results are outlined in the following graph: 

Summary of Data 
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The learning style inventory is reproduced in Appendix B. The following 

table, Figure 2, summarizes the four learning styles measured by this instrument: 

SUMMARY OF PERCEIVE PERCEIVE 

LEARNING STYLES CONCRETELY ABSTRACTLY 

PROCESS TYPE TYPE 

REFLECTIVELY ONE TWO 

PROCESS TYPE TYPE 

ACTIVELY FOUR THREE 

Figure 2. 

It is important to note that learning style two describes those students best suited 

to traditional teaching and learning. This is the group of students with the highest 

rates of completion and engagement in this study. Although the results outlined 

in Figure 1 are not statistically significant, it appears that the category of students 

best served by mathematics journals are the same students who are most 

comfortable with traditional instructional techniques. 

Further analysis indicates that when comparing learning style to number of 

incomplete journal entries, the distribution is not normal, using an alpha level of 

0.10. According to the D'Agostini Test, n = 87, T = 2001, D = 0.2707, P = 

0.011. Thus a Kruskal-Wallis Test, with He adjusted by a factor of 1.096, is 

appropriate for comparing the mean number of incomplete entries to learning 

41.6, n1= 18, R1/n 1 = 50.6, N= 87, He= 3.98,p = 0.26. The results of this test are 

not significant, using an alpha level of 0.05. 
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A similar procedure is appropriate for comparing the mean number of 

engaged entries to learning style. According to the D' Agostini Test, n = 87, T = 

2112, D = 0.2857, P = 0.094. Using an alpha level of 0.10, these data are not 

normally distributed. Thus, a Kruskal-Wallis Test is appropriate. With He 

adjusted by a factor of 1.035, n2 = 27, R2/n2 = 52.6, n3 = 22, R3/n3 = 39.2, n4 = 20, 

R4/n4 = 44.1, n1= 18, R1/n 1 = 36.8, N = 87, He= 5.52,p = 0.14. Using an alpha 

level of 0.05, there is no statistically significant relationship between learning 

style and mean number of engaged entries. 

Research Question #2: In what ways will students' understanding of Math A 

Regents concepts improve through the process of writing in a mathematics 

journal? 

Jennifer, a type three learner, posed the following question in her journal: 

"If I owned a [business] what calculations and what would it [ e ]ntail to keep the 

[business] going? Would I really need math?" 

She replied to her own question: 

I think math would be a large part in owning and keeping up a 

bussiness. Some examples would be keeping books ( on money). In and 

out corning money, paying employees, keeping stock and having time. 

First of all in owning a business you would need to keep books ( or 

records) of the money that is being spent. That way you can budget your 

money wisely. You would need math like addition to add up all the 

money that is being used up ... 

It was unusual for students to identify a personal connection between 

advanced Math A concepts and their own experiences. Beyond addition, 
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subtraction, multiplication, and division, Jennifer and her classmates had 

difficulties applying math to daily life. Perhaps it is not reasonable to expect high 

school freshmen to achieve this level of personal application. 

Jared, a type four learner, exemplified the feelings of students who 

disliked using a math journal in the following response: 

I found this journal to be of quite great annoyance. Although this is the 

only [journal entryl that I have done it is still taking my time from making 

video games. I need that time to practice my future career .... This would 

be a great idea for an English class but not for math, sorry, I don't think 

so. 

In general, a typical student who did not benefit from a math journal was 

identified by the Excel Learning-Style inventory as a category one or four learner. 

He or she indicated that it did not seem right to have to do so much writing in a 

math class. English was the proper place for this type of reflection. 

I was expecting this reaction from some of my students. It is important to 

note that my attitude toward the implementation of journals might have 

influenced these negative reactions. 

Not all students agreed with Jared, however. A great number of them 

reported enjoying the experience. Allison, a type two learner and one of the deaf 

students, writes: 

I liked using this math journal because it is a lot of fun to write (more than 

doing math homework! Just kidding.) It was good because I don't get 

many chances to write in my: own journal.. .. It makes you stop and think 

about other things which is very important to do because we often don't 
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have time to, or we forget and need to be reminded. I would definitely 

rate this experience a 4.75 out of 1 [to] 5. Thank you. 

In general, students who completed the most journal entries and were most 

often engaged were identified learning types two and four. Some students who 

had trouble on the traditional work I assigned enjoyed the math journal as a break 

from the routine and an opportunity to raise their grades. 

A majority of students of all learning styles did not find my journal 

prompts relevant to their math learning, however. In retrospect, I believe that my 

questions should have been more specifically related to the course content. Had I 

selected problems directly from previous Math A exams, such as the extended 

response items listed in Appendix A, students might have found the experience 

more meaningful. The prompts that I constructed were too philosophical for my 

stated goal to help students learn Math A concepts more deeply. 

Despite the lack of congruence to my stated objective, this project was 

successful in other ways. I developed an ongoing dialog with many of my 

students. We were able to share ideas with one another in a way that is usually 

not possible in a math classroom. The one-on-one interaction I experienced with 

my students is something that I will remember well. 

Research Question #3: How will I respond to the transition from a Platonic to a 

constructivist model of mathematics education? 
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Before this study, I was not interested in adjusting my teaching style. I 

was content with a traditional classroom. It would have been easier to stick with 

the status quo. However, I recognized that there might be value in trying a 

different approach to my instruction, so I agreed to research applications of math 

journals to my own classroom. 

There were numerous articles advising teachers with younger children and 

with adult students. For several months, however, I was unable to find anything 

in the literature related to the use of journals with high school students. I felt as 

though the research did not relate to my situation. 

After much searching, however, I found an article describing a ninth grade 

teacher who used math journals. It seemed as though I was reading about my own 

class. I began the process of implementing math journals in my own class. 

I found that it was a struggle to balance my own ideas about math journals 

with what the research suggested. This tension became easier to handle when I 

realized that I was creating a false dichotomy. It was not necessary to pick one 

approach or the other. Rather, I could integrate both perspectives simultaneously. 

Researchers suggested a minimum of 100 words per entry and a personal 

response to each entry (Borasi & Rose, 1989). These ideas were very effective 

when I began assigning journal entries. 

I chose to write in my own journal and pursue conversations with my 

colleagues. My journal was a valuable resource. I used it as a place to record 
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feelings of success and of failure. However, because I was the first math teacher 

in my district to implement a math journal program in my classroom, I could not 

find colleagues with whom to discuss my ideas and progress. 

The following chart outlines the results of my self-analysis: 

Model of Educational Change 

Skepticism 
Resist change 

I 

I Research other options? 
11 

Status quo 

I I 

Nothing satisfying Acceptable alternative 

"Not like me" "That's MY class" 
I 

I 

I 

I Personal implementation J Research-based implementation J 

Paradox False dichotomy 
- -

Personal teacher journal Student 100 word minimum 

Casual conversations Always include comments 

I Reflection I I Student engagement 

Figure 3. 

It is common for people to feel a sense of resistance when changing 

routines that seem to be working already. This is especially true of teachers who 

are held accountable to their students' final exam results at the end of the school 

year. 
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My initial response was to avoid the use of math journals. It took me 

months of research before I located the information I found necessary to feel 

comfortable implementing journals in my own classroom. When I felt a personal 

connection to a published researcher, my attitude toward the use of journals 

improved significantly. I was able to deal with my concerns more effectively. 

Thus I was ready to develop an implementation plan based upon a healthy balance 

among theory, research, and personal experience. 

It is important to note that my personal resistance to the concept of math 

journals may have affected my students' performance. Perhaps another teacher 

would have better success implementing journals with their classes. There may 

also be a learning style inventory better suited to serve as a math journal pretest 

than the one I selected. 



Chapter 5-Conclusion and Implications 

Conclusion 
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The learning style inventory used in this study was meant to be a guide for 

teachers and students, but was not intended to be a predictor of classroom 

performance. A lack of statistically significant results indicates that the Excel 

Learning-Style Inventory is not appropriate as an intake assessment for the 

purpose of identifying students most likely to engage in journal writing. 

Implications for the Classroom 

The most difficult part of constructing this study was creating appropriate 

journal prompts. I recommend that a teacher using journals for the first time 

adapt commercial journal prompts, rather than creating entries from scratch. 

Because I was the first math teacher in my district to implement a math 

journal requirement in my course, I felt alone at times. It is wise, when 

embarking on a new type of instruction, to team up with at least one other 

colleague interested in beginning a similar program. 

When exploring new teaching techniques, it is important to understand the 

concepts and ideas behind the instruction. However, it is unlikely that a teacher 

will implement new ideas in his or her classroom until he or she feels a personal 

connection. A teacher should seek these connections in conversations with 

colleagues and in researching the literature. My own personal connection was 
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with a published author, not with any coworkers. Both systems of support would 

have been better. 

Implications for Fmiher Research 

This study illustrated the inability of one inventory to serve as a pretest for 

the use of math journals. Other researchers could explore the use of alternative 

learning style assessments as intake exams for implementing a journal program. 

However, I think that the best measure of engagement is a direct one. If a 

teacher records each student's level of engagement for a few weeks, he or she 

could use this data to decide who is best suited to continue using the math 

journals. This direct measure would eliminate the potential of overlooking 

students who might benefit from a mathematics journal program because of a 

faulty intake inventory. 

I believe that further study may indicate that learning style two students, 

those children best suited to traditional mathematics instruction, are the same 

students most likely to be engaged in journal writing. This poses a troubling 

question. If the students best served by traditional instruction are the same 

students best served by math journals, is it worthwhile to use journals? A study 

comparing student achievement in classes with journals to student achievement in 

classes without journals would be appropriate. If journals do not improve 

students' academic performance, then their use must be questioned. 



Manipulatives 
lgebra tiles 
ice 
eometric models 
~ssellation tiles 

tlator 
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Appendix A: Math A Core Curriculum and Sample Test Items 

Mirrors or miras 
Spinners 
Geo boards 
Conic section models 

Volume demonstration kits 
Measuring tools 
Compasses 
PentaBlocks 

lators will be required for use on Math A and B assessments. Sdentific calculators are required for the Math A 

1ts examinations. Graphing calculators that do not allow for symbolic manipulation will be required for the Math B 

1ts examination and will be permitted (not required) for the Math A Regents examination starting in June 2000. 

!lath A exam may include any given topic listed in the Core Curriculum with any performance indicator. The con

ncludes most of the topics in the present Course I and a selection of topics from Course II. Programs other than 

se I and II could be used as long as all the performance indicators and topics in the curriculum are part of the pro

. Examples of assessment items for Math A have been provided for most performance indicators. The items were 

. from the 1997 pilot test and 1998 Test Sampler. Suggestions for classroom activities are substituted for any perfor

:e indicator that was not included in the sample test. 

v1ath B exam may include any given topic listed in the Core Curriculum with any performance indicator. Programs 

than Course II and III could be used as long as the performance indicators and topics mentioned are part of the 

:am. Since there is no Math B exam at this time, no assessment items have been included for Math B. Suggestions 

ossible classroom activities or problems are given instead to provide clarification of most performance indicators. 



Jlath A Key Idea 1 
Mathematical Reasoning 
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Students use mathematical reasoning to analyze mathematical situations, 
make conjectures, gather evidence, and construct an argument. 

0& 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS INCLUDES EXAMPLES 

onstruct valid arguments. 

ollow and judge the validity of 
rguments. 

• Truth value of compound sentences See Assessment Example lA. 
(conjunction, disjunction, condi-
tional, related conditionals such as 
converse, inverse, and contraposi-
tive, and biconditional). 

• Truth value of simple sentences 
(closed sentences, open sentences 
with replacement set and solution 
set, negations). 

• Truth value of compound 
sentences. 

See Assessment Example lB. 



Key Idea 2 
Number and Numeration 

1dents use number sense and numeration to develop an understanding of the 
1Itiple uses of numbers in the real world, the use of numbers to communicate 
1thematically, and the use of numbers in the development of mathematical 
~as. 
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ERFORMANCE INDICATORS INCLUDES EXAMPLES 

derstand and use rational and irra
nal numbers. 

:ognize the order of real numbers. 

,ply the properties of real numbers to 
·ious subsets of numbers. 

• Real numbers including irrational 
numbers such as non-repeating 
decimals, irrational roots, and pi. 

• Rational approximations of irra
tional numbers. 

• Properties of real numbers includ
ing closure, commut_ative, associa -
tive, and distributive properties, 
and inverse and identity elements. 

See Assessment Example 2A. 

See Assessment Example 2B. 

See Classroom Idea 2C. 



Key Idea 3 
Operations 
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Students use mathematical operations and relationships among them to under
stand mathematics. 

ERFORMANCE INDICATORS INCLUDES EXAMPLES Ii 

e addition, subtraction, multiplication, • Signed numbers. See Assessment Example 3A. 
'ision, and exponentiation with real • Use of variables: order of opera-
mbers and algebraic expressions. tions and evaluating algebraic 

expressions and formulas. 
Addition and subtraction of poly-
nomials: combining like terms and 
fractions with like denominators. 
Multiplication of polynomials: 
powers, products of monomials 
and binomials, equivalent fractions 
with unlike denominators, and 
multiplication of fractions. 

• Simplification of algebraic expres-
sions. 

• Division of polynomials by mono-
mials. . Operations with radicals: simplifi-
cation, multiplication and division, 
and addition and subtraction. . Scientific notation . 

• Simplification of fractions . . Division of fractions . 
• Prime factorization . 
• Factoring: common monomials, 

binomial factors of trinomials. 
• Difference of two· squares . 

e integral exponents on integers and • Powers: positive, zero, and See Assessment Example 3B. 
:ebraic expressions. negative exponents. 

cognize and identify symmetry and • Intuitive notions of line reflection, See Assessment Example 3C. 
nsformations on figures. translation, rotation, and dilation. 

• Line and point symmetry . 
I 

e field properties to justify mathemati,.: • Distributive and associative field See Classroom Idea 3D. 
. procedures. ' properties as related to the solution 

of quadratic equations. . Distributive field property as relat-
ed to factoring. 



Key Idea 4 
Modeling/Multiple Representation 

:lents use mathematical modeling/ multiple representation to provide a means 
resenting, interpreting, communicating, and connecting mathematical informa
. and relationships. 
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MathA 

RFORMANCE INDICATORS INCLUDES EXAMPLES 

resent problem situations symbolical- • Use of variables/ Algebraic repre- See Assessment Example 4A. 

y using algebrai,t expressions, sentations. 
1ences, tree diagrams, geometric fig- . Inequaiities. 
,, and graphs. • Formulas and literal equations . 

Undefined terms: point, line, and plane. 
• Parallel and intersecting lines and 

perpendicular lines. . Angles: degree measure, right, 
acute, obtuse, straight, supplemen-
tary, complementary,-vertical, alter-
nate interior and exteriors, and 
corresponding. 

• Simple closed curves: polygons 
and circles. . Sum of interior and exterior angles 
of a polygon. . Study of triangles: classifications of 
scalene, isosceles, equilateral, 
acute, obtuse, and right; triangular 
inequality: sum of the measures of 
angles of a triangle: exterior angle 
of a triangle, base angles of an 
isosceles triangle. . Study of quadrila'terals: classifica-
tion and properties of parallelo-
grams, rectangles, rhombi, squares, 
and trapezoids. . Study of solids: classification of prism, 
rectangular solid, pyramid, right cir-
cular cylinder, cone, and sphere. . Sample spaces: list of ordered pairs 
of n-tuples, tree diagrams. 

tify the procedures for basic geometric • Basic constructions: copy line and See Classroom Idea 4B. 

tstructions. angle, bisect line segment and 
angle, perpendicular lines and par-
allel lines. 

• Comparison of triangles: congru-
ence and similarity. 

e transformations in the coordinate • Reflection in a line and in a point. See Assessment Example 4C. 

ne. . Translations . . Dilations . 
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36 Key Idea 4 

Modeling/Multiple Representation 

Continued 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS INCLUDES EXAMPLES 

)evelop and apply the concept of basic • Locus . See Assessment Example 4D. 
)Ci to compound loci. • At a fixed distance from a point. 

• At a fixed distance from a line . . Equidistant from two points . . Equidistant from two parallel lines . 
• Equidistant from two intersecting 

lines. 
• Compound locus . 

fodel real-world problems with systems • Systems of linear equations and See Assessment Example 4E. 
f equations and inequalities. inequalities. 



Key Idea 5 
Measurement 

1dents use measurement in both metric and English measure to provide a major 
k between the abstractions of mathematics and the real world in order to 
;cribe and compare objects and data. 
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MathA 

ERFORMANCE INDICATORS INCLUDES EXAMPLES 

,ply formulas to find measures such as • Perimeter of polygons and circum- See Assessment Example SA. 
. gth, area, volume, weight, time, and ference of circles. 
5le in real-world contexts. • Area of polygons and circles . 

• Volume of solids . . Pythagorean theorem . 

.oose and apply appropriate units and • Converting to equivalent measure" See Classroom Idea SB . 
1Is in measurement situations. ments within metric and English 

measurement systems. 
• Direct and indirect measure . 

e dimensional analysis techniques. • Dimensional analysis. See Assessment Example SC . 

e statistical methods including the mea- • Collecting and organizing data: See Assessment Example SD. 
res of central tendency to describe and sampling, tally, chart, frequency 
npare data. table, circle graphs, broken line 

graphs, frequency histogram, box 
and whisker plots, scatter plots, 
stem and leaf plots, and cumula-
tive frequency histogram. 

• Measures of central tendency: 
mean, median, mode. 

• Quartiles and percentiles . 

e trigonometry as a method to measure . Right triangle trigonometry. See Assessment Example 5E. 
iirectly. 

>ply proportions to scale drawings and • Ratio. See Assessment Example SF. 
:ect variation. • Proportion. 

• Scale drawings . 
• Percent. 

I • Similar figures . 
• Similar polygons: ratio of perime-

ters and areas. 
• Direct variation . 

fate absolute value, distance between Absolute value and length of a line See Assessment Example 5G. 
·o points, and the slope of a line to the segment. 
ordinate plane. . Midpoint of a segment. . Equation of a line: point-slope and 

slope intercept form. . Comparison of parallel and per-
pendicular lines. 
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"'ath A Key Idea 5 
Measurement 

Continued 
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS INCLUDES EXAMPLES 

~xplain the role of error in measurement 
md its consequence on subsequent 
:alculations. 

• Error of measurement and its con
sequences on calculation of 
perimeter of polygons and circum -
ference of circles. 

• Area of polygons and circles. 
Volume of solids. 

• Percent of error in measurements. 

Jse geometric relationships in releva.nt • Similar polygons: ratio of perime
ters and areas. neasurement problems involving geomet-

·ic concepts. • 
• 

Similar figures. 
Comparison of volumes of similar 
solids. 

See Classroom Idea SH. 

See Assessment Example 5I. 



Key Idea 6 
Uncertainty 

udents use ideas of uncertainty to illustrate that mathematics involves more than 
:actness when dealing with everyday situations. 
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MathA 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS INCLUDES EXAMPLES 

dge the reasonableness of results • Theoretical versus empirical proba- See Classroom Idea 6A. tained from applications in algebra, bility. 
ometry, trigonojl1etry, probability, and 
ttistics. 

:e experimental and theoretical proba- • Single and compound events . See Assessment Example 6B. ity to represent and solve problems • Problems involving and and or . 
10Iving uncertainty. • Probability of the complement of 

an event. 

e the concept of random variable in • Mutually exclusive and indepen - See Assessment Example 6C. nputing probabilities. dent events. 
• Counting principle . 
• Sample space . . Probability distribution . . Probability of the complement of 

an event. 

termine probabilities, using permuta- • Factorial notation. See Assessment Example 6D. ns and combinations. • Permutations: nPn and nPr. 
• Combinations: nCn and nCr . 



~ath A Key Idea 7 
Patterns/Functions 
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Students use patterns and functions to develop mathematical power, appreciate the 
true beauty of mathematics, and construct generalizations that describe patterns 
simply and efficiently. 

ERFORMANCE INDICATORS INCLUDES EXAMPLES 

Jresent and analyze functions, using • Techniques for solving equations See Assessment Example 7 A. 
bal descriptions, tables, equations, and and inequalities. 
phs. • Techniques for solving factorable 

quadratic equations. 
Graphs of linear relations: slope 
and intercept. . Graphs of conics: circle and 
parabola. . Graphic solution of systems of !in-
ear equations, inequalities, and 
quadratic-linear pair. 

• Algebraic solution of systems of 
linear equations, inequalities, and 
quadratic-linear pair by substitu -
tion method and addition-subtrac-
tion method. 

ply linear and quadratic functions in • Graphic and algebraic solutions of See Assessment Example 7B. 
solution of problems. linear and quadratic functions in 

the solution of problems. 

nslate among the vr;rbal descriptions, • Translate linear and quadratic fur:c- See Assessment·Example 7C. 
!es, equations, and graphic forms of tions, systems of equations, 
tctions. inequalities and quadratic linear 

pairs between representations that 
are verbal descriptions, tables, 
equaticins, or graphs. 

,del real-world situations with the • Determine and model real-life situ- See Assessment Example 7D. 
Jropriate function. ations with appropriate functions. 

ply axiomatic structure to algebra. • Solve linear equations with inte- See Assessment Example 7E. 
gral, fraction, or decimal coeffi-
cients. . Solve linear inequalities . . Solve factorable quadratic equa -
tions. . Solve systems of linear equations, 
inequalities, and quadratic-linear 
pair. 
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ASSESSMENT EXAMPLES 

EXAMPLES FOR 

Math A 
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chool of 320 students, 85 students are in the band, 200 students are on sports teams, and 60 students participate in 
1ctivities. How many students are involved in either band or sports? 

how how you arrived at your answer. 

ary and Tom are classmates, then they go to the same school." 
h statement below is logically equivalent? 

f Mary and Tom do not go to the same school, then they are not classmates. 
f Mary and Tom are not classmates, then they do not go to the same school. 
f Mary and Tom go to the same school, then they are classmates. 
f Mary and Tom go to the same school, then they are not classmates. 

I 
thing store offers a 50% discount at the end of each week that an item remains unsold. Patrick wants to buy a shirt 
~ store and he says, ''I've got a great idea! I'll wait two weeks, have 100% off, and get it for free!" Explain to your 
d Patrick why he is incorrect, and find the correct percent of discount on the original price of a shirt. 

I 
1 

)r what value tis ,{i < ,{i < t true? 

l 
) 

1 
l 
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ASSESSMENT EXAMPLES 

EXAMPLES FOR 

Math A 
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ash bought d dollars worth of stock. During the first year, the value of the stock tripled. The next year, the value of 
ock decreased by $1,200. 

art A / 
an expression in terms of d to represent the value of the stock after two years. 

artB 
initial investment is $1,000, determine its value at the end of 2 years. 

l54 is expressed in the form 1.54 x 10n. n is equal to 

C.. 3 

D. -3 

I 
1gon RSTUV has coordinates R. (1,4). S (5,0). T {3,-4), U (-1,-4), and V {-3,0). 

On graph paper, plot pentagon RSTUV 
Draw the line of symmetry of pentagon RSTUV 
Write the coordinates of a point on the line of symmetry. 
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MathA 

)Ot ladder is placed against the side of a building as shown in Figure 1 below. The bottom of the ladder is 8 feet 
1e base of the building. In order to increase the reach of the ladder against the building. it is moved 4 feet closer to 
;e of the buildirig as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 1 

l-,411..J 

Figure 2 

nearest foot, how much farther up the building does the ladder now reach? 
.ow how you arrived at your answer. 

I 
gn was constructed by using two rectangles ABDC and A'B 'D 'C '. Rectangle A 'B 'D 'C · is the result of a translation 
mgle ABDC. The table of translations is shown • 
Find the coordinates of points B and D'. Rectangle Rectangle 

ABDC A'B'D'C' 

A (2,4) A' (3,1) 

B B' (-5,1) 

,P (2,-1) C' (3,-4) 

I 
n Hi,-1) D' 

stance between points P and Q is 8 units. How many points are equidistant from P and Q and also 3 units from P? 
C. 0 
D. 4 

I 
)Urchased 12 pens and 14 notebooks for $20. Carlos bought 7 pens and 4 notebooks for $7.50. Find the price of one 
d the price of one notebook, algebraically. 

-<l"\I"\ 
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EXAMPLES FOR 

Math A 
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)Wn plans to carpet part of her living room floor. The living room floor is a square 20 feet by 20 feet. She wants to 
a. quarter-circle as shown below. 

) the nearest square foot, what part of the floor will remain uncarpeted. 

ow how you arrived at your answer. 

I 
D 

20' 

1ght a generator that will run for 2 hours on a liter of gas. The gas tank on the generator is a rectangular prism 
mensions 20 centimeters by 15 centimeters by 10 centimeters as shown below. 

10 cm If Jed fills the tank with gas, how long will the generator run? 
Show how you arrived at your answer. 

20cm 

15cm 

I 
first 5 biology tests, Bob received the following scores: 72, 86, 92, 63, and 77. What test score must Bob earn on 
h test so that his average (mean) for all six tests will be 80% ? 

Show how you arrived at your answer. 

I 
!gate of a truck is 2 feet above the ground. The 
of a r~mp used for loading the truck is 11 °, as 

) the nearest tenth of a foot, the length of the ramp. 

2' 
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MathA 

ms two square garden plots. The ratio of the lengths of the sides of the two squares is 2:3. What is the ratio of their 
) 

3 
2 
9 
4 

I 
is the distance between points A (7,3) and B (5,-1)? 

I 
(1) ./i6 
(2) ./ff 

(J)fjJ 
(4) a 

figure shown below, each dot is one unit from an adjacent hori.zontal or vertical dot . 

• • • • 
D 

• • • 

• • 

• C • 

• A B • 

he number of square units in the area of quadrilateral ABCD. 
10w how you arrived at your answer. 
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ASSESSMENT EXAMPLES 

EXAMPLES FOR 

Math A 

playing a game in which he rolls two regular six-sided dice. 
; the probability that he will roll two doubles in a row? 

I 
1ph below shows the hair colors of all the students in a class. 

g.,_..__ ___ _ 

j -t--------

46 

1 ~1-----
IS 5-t---
\l 4-t----

What is the probability that a student chosen at random from 
this class has black hair? 

I 
1 s 
::, 2 
z 1 

mnot remember the' correct order of the four digits in her ID number. She does remember that the ID number 
1s the digits 1, 2, 5, and 9. What is the probability that the first three digits of Erica's ID number will all be odd 
rs? · 
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ASSESSMENT EXAMPLES 

EXAMPLES FOR 

Math A 

of the following tables represents a linear relationship between the two variables x and y? 

}) X l 2 3 41 
y 21418 16 

I 
(2) xpj2J3l4 (3) x(214[6l8 

yl4121214 y 21314 I 5 
(4) X 113 15 I 7 

y 119 25 I 49 
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n equation to represent the price (P) of mailing a letter that weighs a certain number of ounces (x) if the cost is 
)r the first ounce and $0.23 for each additional ounce. Show how that equation would be used to determine the 
mailing a 4-ounce letter. 

I 
deo rental clubs offer two different rental fee plans: 

Club A charges $12 for membership and $2 for each rented video. 
Club B has. a $3 membership fee and charges $3 for each rented video. 

:tph drawn below represents the total cost of renting videos from Club A. 

rt A 
same set of xy-axes, draw a line to represent the total cost of renting videos from Club B. 

rt B 
1at number of video rentals is it less expensive to belong to club A? Explain how you arrived at your answer. 
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EXAMPLES FOR 

Math A 

ure below represents the distances traveled by car A and car Bin 6 hours. 

320 
300 
280 
260 
240 
220 
200 

~ 180 
~ 160 

140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 

0 

V 
/ 

I 

/ 

~'?"- / 
1/ / 

/ cl 

V 
/I 

/ I 
// 
~ 

2 

) / 
'/ <o 

/ (;~ 

4 

Hours 

/ 

/ 

6 8 

car i~ going faster and by how much? Explain how you arrived at your answer. . . 

I 
~r is cut off a 5-inch by 5-inch square piece of paper. The cut is x inches from 
r as shown below. · 

rt A 
n equation, in terms of x, that represents the area, A. of the paper after the 
is removed. 

rt B 

X 

X 

alue of x will result in an area that is 7 /8 of the area of the original square piece of paper? 
::>w how you arrived at your answer. 

48 

5" 
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MathA 

owing ideas for lessons and activities are provided to illustrate examples of each performance indicator. It is not intended that 
; use these specific ideas in their classrooms; rather, they should feel free to use them or adapt them if they so desire. Some of 
s incorporate topics in science and technology. In those instances the appropriate standard will be identified. Some classroom 
:emplify more than one performance indicator. Additional relevant performance indicators are given in brackets at the end of 
:ription of the classroom idea. 

D 
ve students make multiplication and addition charts for a 12-hour clock, using only the numbers 1-12. 
ve students determine if the system is closed under addition.and multiplication. If not, they should give a coun-
example. · 
ve students determine if multiplication and addition are commutative under the system, and if not, give a coun
example. 
,ve students determine if there is an identity element for addition and multiplication, and if so, what are they? 
,ve students determine if addition and multiplication are associative under the system, and if not, give a coun
example. 
,es each element have an additive and multiplicative inverse? 
termine if multiplication is distributive over addition (if not give a counterexample) and if addition is distributive 
er multiplication (if not, give a counterexample). [Also 3D.] 

I 
y the field properties used in solving the equation 2(x - 5) + 3 = x + 7. 

I 
n why the basic construction of bisecting a line segment is valid. 
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vatching a TV detective show, you see a crook running out of a bank carrying an attache case. You deduce from 
versation of the two stars in the show that the robber has stolen $1 million in small bills. Could this happen? 
· why not? 

1. An average attache case is a rectangular prism (18" x 5" x 13"). 
2. You might want to decide the smallest denomination of bill that will work. 

[Also SA.] 

I 
meter is a device that measures how far a bicycle (or a car) travels. Sometimes an odometer is not adjusted accu
nd gives readings which are consistently too high or too low. 

:I an experiment to check his bicycle odometer. He cycled 10 laps around a race track. One lap of the track is 
meters long. When he started, his odometer read 1945.68 and after the 10 laps his odometer read 1949.88. 
re how far Paul really traveled with what his odometer read. 
table that shows numbers of laps in multiples of 10 up to 60 laps, the distance Paul really travels, and the dis
te odometer would say he traveled. 

graph to show how the distance shown by the odometer is related to the real distance traveled. 

·ule or formula that Paul can use to change his incorrect odometer readings into accurate distances he has gone 
e start of his ride. 

meter measures how far a bicycle travels by counting the number of times the wheel turns around. It then multi
is number by the circumference of the wheel. To do this right, the odometer has to be set for the right wheel cir
mce. If it is set for the wrong circumference, its readings are consistently too high or too low. Before Paul's exper-
1e estimated that his wheel circumference was 210 cm. Then he set his odometer for this circumference. Use the 
)f his experiment to find a more accurate estimate for the circumference. 

ontains 20 slips of paper. Five of the slips are marked with a "X." seven are marked with a "Y," and the rest are 
'he slips are well mixed. Determine the probability that a blank slip will be drawn without looking in the bag on 
draw. Have students determine the probability theoretically and then have each conduct the experiment with 

s and see how close the empirical probability was to the theoretical probability. Combine data from all students 
ass to see if a larger number of trials will result in an empirical probability that more closely resembles the 
cal probability. [Also 6B.] 



Appendix B: Student Survey of Learning Style 

TYPE ONE LEARNERS 
P•celYe lriotmation conc:tetely and p,ocess IC rellectNaly. 
They lrweg,a&a experience wifl lhl .... They lam br 
lstemg and sharing Ideas. Are lmaginah<e .,...... who 
b8'iew In hW own experience. They excel In viewing direct 
expenenc, Item many perspectJYes. They vaJue lnsjgN 
tinkJng. They v.ork fa harmony. They need IO be~ 
~~.seek carmrnent Are lnte,ested In pcop,e 
ii.CS ClAilli. They aii thx;gnif!J peopie ~ er*7( obsefv. 
Ing OChef' people. They abSCt'b reality; they seem to take In 
the atmosphere almOSt like osmosis. ' 

They seek mearvng and ctarity. 

~ leaders they: 
• tf'Yive on taking the tine IO develOp good Ideas. 
• tadde p,oblems by reflecting alone and fMtf'l bfain

s10rming with staff, 
• lead by U'leir heart, irwolving othef peopje in decision 

maldng 
• exercise authOrity with In.ISi and participation, 
• v.ork lo< organizational solidarity 
• need staff who are supPo<tive and share their sense of 

missbi.· 

~ t.,:achers they: 
• ere interested in lacilitating individual growth, 
• tty to help people become more sett aware. 
• believe curricuJa shoud emance one's abiity IO be 

al.Chentic. 
• see krowledge as ert\ancing personal nights. 
• encourage authenticity In people, 
• ike discuw:>ns, group work. and reaJistJc feedback 

about leeings. . 
• •• caring peop&e who seek IO engage their studerU In 

ccq,era~ eftotts, 
• are aware a social torces that affect tunan 

de.elopmenl. 
• •• able to too.a an meaningf\A goals, 
• l.f'ld to become fu,f\A ~ P,ISSI.Ke and IOff'.eO'neS 

lack daring. 

STRENGTH: 
RJNCTtON BY: 
GOALS: 

lrnovation and Ideas 
Value darification 
To be irM:>tYed In lmportanC laueS 
and to bring harmony' 

FAVORITE QUESTION: Wtf'f? 
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TYPE TWO LEARNERS 
P•ceive Wormalion abstraeuy a~ p,ocea iC r•~~T"'-Y bm ltleOt)' and concepts by neo,llinQ ,--.. 
vationS into ..nat iS krown. They..- ccnlinuity. '"
need to k1'0# wna1 l"4 experts Nnk. They'-"'~ '11 *'IO 
atwougn ideas. They value MQUlntal flii .. lQ. .._. 
details. Thrf critiQue inbtmation and callc1 -.. n. 
are f'aCUOf'I and industrieus. Thay wii rn &TWW .. 
facts it SituatiOns perptex fWn. They MP¥~
dassrooms. 5c:t'o:>is are made for lhlm. ~ •• fflClr9 
intertsled in ideas 11\an in peooi.. Thrf P,N ID~ 
Cet1ainty. and !hey ate 1.n:crnlonat>te ... ~ 
judgnents. 

i They seek goal anairmenl and personal eiiecheness. 

As leaders they: 
• tlYive on assmlating disparate facts i'°*) c:cnecen1 

tl"l80( ieS , 
• tackle problems with rationality and IOgiC. 
• lead by principles and procedures. 
• exercise aulhoriry with assertive persuas.ion. by krow· 

ing the facts. 
• ~ to ennanc, their o,ganization as ~nt ol 

tradition and prestiQe. · 
• need staff wto a,, well o,ganized. ha~ .-.nos dOM'\ 

on papec. and lollow hough on agrffd decisiOnS. 

As teacners they: 
• are interested in transmitting knOwledQI. 
• try t) be· as ace11at1 a~ kn)wtedQeatH as posSible. · • believe C\.ffieua shocjd fUt1her undersla'dnO o1 

, significant inlcnnatien and Sheud be p,..-.ed 
svstemalicllty, 

• · Mt.krowtedOt u dNperw,g c~ret.ma. • ena:uaoe oust.anding students. 
• lk& facts and dliaill. organzational and ieQulnlial 

,..t.in;1. 
• •• radlional leac::hlrl who Nik IO irrCUI I ~ of 

pnlCiM kl IOwtldge. 
• bll.,. in the raticnaf UH of 1Ulhortty. 
• lend IO dilcc:M.rlgt CttltMty by I dcmnlllng dltudl. 

STRENGTH: C,11ting ccrcec>ll 111:1 models 
FUNCTION BY: Thindng '*'Qs UYougt't 
GOALS: .,._llec:tual rtc:OQnitiOn 
FAVORITE QUESTION: WHAT? 
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TYPE THREE LEARNERS 
P•CINe inbmation abstractly and P,OCIU it ICliWfy. 
1~eg,as1 thlotY and p,act;ce. Liam bt/ lffling "9clties 
and~ CCITnU1 uns,. They art p,agnauts. r.., 
btieYt ii somecNng wclf1cs, UH it. fheV ltl CDM\-IO-ell'lh 
p,ot>wn ~. ~ r•ent being ;iwn rcwera. Ttwy 
do nee stand on eerST'a'I';. bu get righl IO f'I pain(. They 
halve a lmited 11:Hranct ,o. fuzzy ideal. They vatue 
strategic:: u,inldng. They art SkJh-orilnCed. They~ 
ment ard tinMr wilt\ tw,gs. They nHd ao know row things 
-one. They edt rUJity. cue right to the hean ol lhngl. 
Sornetrnes u-.y '"'" t>ossy and n,personaJ. 

They seek utility and res1Ats. 
i 
~ !fiders they: 
• tt'Vive on plans and lime lines. 
• tackle problems by making l.rilareral decis;ons, 
• lead by personal 1otcef1Aness. inspiring Quality. 
• exercise aulhofity-by reward/pl.W'\isrment. (the fewer 

me rues. the better. but ento,ce ltlem). 
• -one tlatd 10 make t"'1r organizai,on prOductive and 

SOivent. 
• need staff wto ate task-oriented and movt QUickJy. 

As teachers they: 
• ate interested in produetiviry and competence. 
• try IO give students tt'le skills t"9y will need in life. 
• believe curricua snoud be geared to comp.«tncies 

and eco anic usafl.Aness. 
• SN krowfedge u enabling students to be capab't ol 

making their own way. 
• · encourage p,ac~ appiealions. 
• like lectneal skill and hinds~ actMties. 
• beli ..... Iha best way Is dltlffl'ined seienulieally. 
• use maas~ed rewards. 
• lend IO be Wled>le Ind stlf~ned. 
• lack ~.wen 11u11. 

sn:£NGTH: Practiem apptie11ion cl Ideas 
FUNCT~ 8Y: Factual data ganwld .-otn 

kineslhl1iC, hlnds<W'I pPerilnet 
GOALS;' To bring hir view ol h p,,sent 

nao lint with futile sec~tty 
FAVOAITE QUESTION: MOW OOES THIS WORK? 
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TYPE FOUR LEARNERS 

i 

Pereer,e inlormalion COl"Clettty and p,ocaa it d -,.. 
tn1egra1e exper~e and appieaac:,n. Ltam by NII and 
errat. Art believers in setf-diSC04Y. Alt en.-........: 
about new~- Alt adaptable. t¥lf' rlish dW ... 
They excel wnen fleJtibdity iS needed. Of&en rtacn ICCll
,ate con:Jusk:lns in lht absence ol logical iuSlifiea&;on. Alt 
risk takers. Are ar ease w.d'I peoQle. They ttVich ,taity ~ 
taking wnar iS and adding IO it. Sometrnes ..., • 
manipl.UUve and pusny. 

They seek IO influence. 

~ leaders they: 
• rmve on crisis and challenge. 
• taeklt pr0b4ems by IOOking for panerns. samng 

Po5S1bilities. 
• lead by energizing peoole. 
• exercise au1nonry by t'lC>ldll''IQ up V1Si0ns of wtiat rntQN 

be. . 
• ~k hard IO 1nnanc1 their organiZatiori"s reputation 

as a fron1 runner. 
• need staff wto can JoMow-up and imc:>!.tmenl details. 

As teachers they: 
• are interested in enab'ing student sett-discovery. 
• · try IO hefp pec::,p,e act on lheir own viSiOnS. 
• ~ a.wricu&a snoud be geared IO 1t11ne,1· 

l"lllfests and n:linations. 
• w krowiedge • necessary let i'nprOW'IQ lht larger 

IDC:ilfy, 
• encanoe expaia.., lutT'lnQ. 
• .. variety in~ meChods. 
• 11• ~lie IUd'W'I -,., Nik IO energize tntit 

1&'*11. 
• lllaff1)C IO crtatt n1W bml. IO Sliff'uall lift. 
• n -. IO draw new bcU"dlfies 
• 191d ID rasnness and~ 

sn:ENGTH: ActiOn. ge«Ung tNngs done 
FUNCTION IY: Ac1WIQ and ttstr,g txpenencl 
GOALS: To bring action IO ideas 
FAYORTE Q.ESTION:.· IF? 
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1,m aded i;aaak ,a .. _. .. for the i.c111c11ce e11d111g that desc11bcs him ,ou karn b1·s1. d0\\11 IO•• "I" for the sc11tcm:c e11dmg thJI seems lciist likc the Wll)' )OU \\ouhl 
£.i!!!! Be sure tu rillnk llll the cndingll fo.- uch i;cntcncc unil Plc,1sc do 1101 111,ake tac dcc1s1011s for JU}' of the suuataons · 

Vhen I learn ___ I hke to deal with my I lake to watch & listen -- I lake to thank about __ I lake lo be doing --
feelings ideas thmgs 

learn best when __ I lrusl my hunches & -- I listen & watch __ I iely on logical __ I work hard lo gel 
feelings ... ::.1efully thanking things done 

Vhen I am learning ___ I have strong feelings __ I am qu1el & reserved ___ I lend lo reason lhmgi. ___ I am responsible about 
& reactaons out Uungs 

learn by __ faelmg __ walchang __ thmkang __ doang 

I/hen I learn __ · I am open lo new -- I look al all sades of __ I lake lo analy.za lhmgs, __ I lake to try thmgs out 
axpenences issues break them down mto 

parts 
I/hen I am learning -- I am an antu1llve __ I am an observing ___ I am a logical person ___ I am an active person 

person person 

learn best lrom ___ personal relallonshaps --- observations -- rataonal Uwuraes __ a chance lo try out and 
practice 

I/hen I learn __ I leel personally __ I ta~ o.! my tame before --- I lake ideas & thaones -- I lake to see results 
mvolved m things achng from my work 

learn best when __ I rely on my feelings __ I rely on my __ .I rely on my ideas __ I can try thmgs out for 
observations mysalf 

I/hen I am learnmg ___ I am an accepting -- I am a reserved __ I am a rational person ___ I am a raspons1bla 
person person person 

I/hen I learn __ I get involved I lake to observe __ I evaluate lhmgs I lake to be active --

lea, n best when __ I am recepllve & open- I am ca,elul __ I analyze ideas __ I am practical --
minded 

olumn lol•ls l•dd e•ch 
ert1ullyl 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN l COLUMN4 

x = column 4 mmu• cO,umn 2 

If = column l H11nu• cO,umn 1 

V, 
V, 



Lc1coioe-5cYle Inveatoo: Notes 

Qir,ctioos [or 11kioc o,c Lcat1il1-s1xk lonntory 
t. Take tbe Lar.iq-Styk lavntory ia a qaiet, ,.,ed location. 2. Read tbe directioas carefully at tlrie top or tM lavatory. J. After )'N llaft c:ea,-ted tl1e lavntory (wt.IQ fellows ~ 1otes), add the Habtn ia all or tbe colaau vertic:aly - write tile raalt below eadl eee. 4. Cak1llate at u I ud y value by roUowtac die fera•la at tlle bottom riellt llaad coraer or tbe laveatory. Do MC • ceecened Ir yoa calewlatt a .... tive valae ror oae or botll ol llle coordiaates. 

Pimti«>os (or CP'WNII your cavlts 
I. Plot dw 1 ...a y nl•es that you cakalated 011 tlle craph rotlowin& the Leanaia1-Style laveatory witll dots. 
2. Joui taei ..u to crate I straicht line. 
J. E1te.4 eKti plotted point so tllat you create a trianale in the quadrant in which your line doaiutes aon. 
Fweuapk: 
U dlllt reMN from 1 • column 4 aiaus column 2 is -20 and 

y • column J aiaus column I is 28 then ta- era~ w04lld loo&. as follows: 

a,tmmiN vzrt t ""'" 

·-

- .... 
See -.u ....... S-, 11d THE 'MA TeLE.AltNING TYPE DESCIUPTIONS for H t1piaaatio• of ,-r Lea~ lanatory res1lts. 
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Appendix C: Grade Sheet, Supplemental Material, Journal Prompts 

Week of [Date] 
Minimum 100 Word Entry? (10 

Bonus 
Points I Week) 

1/29 Yes No 

2/5 Yes No 

2/12 Yes No 

2/26 Yes No 

3/5 Yes No 

3/12 Yes No 

3/19 Yes No 

3/26 Yes No 

4/2 Yes No 

4/9 Yes No 

3rd Ten Weeks Journal Grade Equals One 100 Point Test 

_____ I 100 Points 

Added Bonus: ----
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Mathematics Journals 

Rationale: The New York Board of Regents has implemented a Core Curriculum 

that reflects a new philosophy of mathematics. Finding the right answer is not 

enough, because students and adults naturally want to know the answers to 

"Why" questions. Why is the sky blue? Why does 2 + 2 = 4? Why do leaves 

turn colors in the fall? 

When you enter the world of work, your boss will expect you to communicate 

clearly with coworkers and customers. It will not be acceptable to answer the 

question "Why?" with "Because I told you so." Thus, we will begin to explore 

"Why?" questions in mathematics class through the use of a single-su~ject, spiral

bound notebook. 

Grading: Every student will be required to compose at least one essay, 100-word 

minimum, each week, related to some mathematics topic we cover in class. I will 

provide you with class time and topic ideas to complete this requirement. 

Once per week, I will collect your journals and respond to your entries. If 

you choose to write additional 100-word minimum entries, I will assign you 

bonus credit for use on your next quiz or test. 

Format: Each entry must be dated. Grammar and spelling will not be graded, but 

proper use of the English language will benefit the expression of your ideas. I 

will share entries that I have written to help you develop your own math journal 

style. 

Goal: It is my desire to help you think clearly and justify your decisions logically. 

Essays, more than mathematical symbols, force a student or teacher to answer 

"Why?" If you develop the ability to answer "why" in math class, then your math 

journal has served its purpose. 
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Journal Question for Week # 1: 

Imagine that you are a contractor in charge of bringing a mega-mall with 250 stores to Webster. 

Respond to the following prompts: 

1. What mathematics is necessary to create this mall? 

2. Is arithmetic enough to address all of the issues involved in bringing this mega-mall to 

Webster, or is more advanced math (such as geometry or algebra) necessary? 

Remember: 

• 100 word minimum 

• proper grammar and spelling is encouraged 

• charts and graphs are acceptable, but not required 

• deadline: next Monday 

Journal Question(s) for Week #2 

CHOICE 1 

AJ Davis asked an interesting question in Period 7 this week. 

"Why should we learn some of this stuff if we'll never use it again?" 

Respond to the following prompts: 

1. Should high school students study concepts in math, English, social studies or science that 

they will not use in their jobs? 

2. Why do you feel this way? 

CHOICE 2 

Respond to the following prompts: 

1. In what situations might you use square roots? 

2. What practical applications are there for the Pythagorean Theorem? 

3. Have you ever used a form of the Pythagorean Theorem in your life experiences? 

Remember: 

• 100 word minimum 

• proper grammar and spelling is encouraged 

• deadline: ------------
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Journal Question for Week #3: Respond to Jonathan McGarvey's presentation "When am I ever 

going to use this?" 

Journal Question for Week #4 

CHOICE 1 

What is your opinion of the amount of money people make? Do you think there should be a limit 

to how much money people can make? Should people in some professions be required to make 

more money than people in other professions? 

This is an economic and moral decision in addition to a mathematical one. 

CHOICE2 

The TI 83 Plus calculator can graph lines. It can also graph more complex functions. 

Do you think that students should be required to learn to do by hand things which can be more 

quickly accomplished with technology? Why do you feel this way? 

Remember: 

• 100 word minimum 
• proper grammar and spelling are encouraged 

• deadline: -------------

Journal Question for Week #5: Create a "Cheat Sheet" for your Unit 9 Graphing test. 
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Journal Question for Week #6 

Here are a couple of quotes for you to consider: 

CHOICE 1 

"I find this law at work: When I want to do good, evil is right there with me." 

- Paul of Tarsus (1st Century A.D.) 

CHOICE2 

"Conscience is the perfect interpreter of life." 

- Karl Barth, Swiss theologian (1886-1966) 

CHOICE 3 

Select your own favorite quotation. 

Choose JUST 1 quote and respond to the following questions: 

1. What do you think the quote means? 
2. Do you agree or disagree with the quote? 
3. How would you explain this quote to a youngster in 4th or 5th grade so that he or she could 

understand it? 
4. Why did you pick this quote? 

Remember: 

• 100 word minimum 
• proper grammar and spelling are encouraged 

• deadline: -------------



Journal Questions for Weeks #7-10 (worth 40 points) 

Please answer each of the following questions completely: 

1. What did you find helpful, useful, and educational about this math journal? Why? 

63 

2. What did you NOT find helpful, useful, and educational about this math journal? Why not? 

3. Did you like using a math journal? Why or why not? 
4. Would you recommend that I repeat this experience with next year's math classes? Why or 

why not? 
5. Please rate this experience from 1 to 5 (1 =not at all positive, 3=niether negative nor positive, 

5=very positive) 

Remember: 

• ** 200 word minimum 
• proper grammar and spelling are encouraged 

• deadline: -------------
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Appendix D: Data 

Summary of Data, Listed by Student 

Student ID Learning Style # Incomplete # Engaged 
2.01 2 2 3 
2.02 3 0 4 

2.03 4 5 0 
2.04 2 0 3 
2.05 2 2 2 
2.06 2 0 4 
2.07 3 3 2 
2.08 4 1 4 
2.09 1 5 0 
2.10 4 0 5 
2.11 1 0 4 
3.01 1 3 2 
3.02 2 0 4 
3.03 2 2 3 

3.04 3 4 1 

3.05 4 5 0 
3.06 1 4 1 
3.07 4 0 3 
3.08 2 2 2 
3.09 4 5 0 
3.10 2 0 5 
3.11 4 0 5 
3.12 1 2 2 
3.12 2 2 2 
3.13 2 0 5 

5.01 2 4 1 

5.02 1 5 0 

5.03 1 0 4 

5.03 4 0 4 
5.04 1 1 3 

5.05 1 0 5 
5.05 2 0 5 

5.06 1 0 4 
5.07 2 1 3 
5.07 3 1 3 
5.08 2 0 4 
5.09 3 0 2 
5.10 2 0 4 
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5.11 1 1 2 
5.12 3 1 4 
5.13 4 2 2 
5.14 3 0 5 
5.15 2 0 5 
5.16 4 0 3 
5.17 1 0 5 
6.01 3 3 1 
6.02 2 0 4 
6.03 4 0 5 
6.04 3 1 1 

6.05 4 4 1 
6.06 1 5 0 

6.07 4 5 0 

6.08 1 5 0 

6.09 2 3 2 
6.10 1 1 1 

6.11 1 2 3 
6.12 4 0 3 
6.13 2 0 5 
6.14 3 2 2 
6.15 3 5 0 
6.16 2 0 4 

6.17 3 5 0 
6.18 2 5 0 

6.19 4 1 4 

6.20 2 0 4 

6.21 4 0 5 

6.22 3 4 1 

7.01 2 2 2 

7.02 2 0 5 

7.03 3 0 5 

7.04 3 3 2 

7.05 2 3 2 

7.05 3 3 2 

7.06 3 1 4 

7.07 3 0 4 

7.08 3 0 3 

7.09 1 1 4 

7.09 2 1 4 

7.10 4 1 4 

7.11 2 0 5 
7.12 3 1 2 
7.13 1 1 2 

7.13 4 1 2 

7.14 3 2 3 



7.15 
7.16 
7.17 

3 
4 
4 

0 
0 
0 

Student ID: Class #.Individual# 

5 
3 
3 
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